AVOIDING
PET CAR
SICKNESS
GUIDELINES FOR
TRAVELING PET OWNERS

ROAD TRIPS WITH YOUR FURRY FRIEND CAN BE A GREAT EXPERIENCE, BUT NOT IF YOUR PET IS
PRONE TO CAR SICKNESS. BY TAKING SOME PRECAUTIONS BEFORE YOUR DEPARTURE, YOU CAN
AVOID SOME UNPLEASANTNESS. SHARE THIS CLIENT HANDOUT BY MAKING COPIES OF THE
FACING PAGE OR DOWNLOADING IT FROM WWW.MERIALREWARDSPROGRAM.COM.

avoiding pet car sickness

pet car sickness can be brought on by stress—and is not always caused by motion.

Pets, like people, can experience motion sickness that is related to inner ear function, that can result in a loss of
equilibrium.1 Some young dogs experience motion sickness because the ear structures used for balance have not
yet fully developed.2, 3 If this appears to be a chronic problem for your pet after they are fully grown, be sure to have
them examined by your veterinarian to help determine if the cause might be neurologically-based. A car trip may also
remind your pet of the trauma of being removed from its first home or feeling anxious about the last time they rode
with you to the vet or kennel. Try to tune into what triggers their sickness and do your best to make them comfortable.

Promote a healthy
association with the car.
Take your pet on a trip to a
nearby park or any other fun
place where they can play and/
or socialize. Bring along a friend
or family member who can sit
next to them in the back seat
and keep them distracted during
the drive. Once there, let them
explore their surroundings and
engage them in a game or activity.
When you are all done (and ideally
your pet is a little tired), make a
fuss over them and express how
well they did at the park. Once
home, praise your pet again to
reinforce the positive experience
and follow up with their favorite
treat.4 Consider doing this on an
on-going basis to help build a
better and more relaxed attitude
toward riding in cars.

HERE ARE SOME
TIPS TO HELP
MINIMIZE THE
CHANCE OF
YOUR PET
GETTING SICK
DURING FUTURE
AUTOMOBILE
RIDES
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Make frequent rest
stops along the way.
While you may not
want to make a pit
stop yourself, it’s likely
your pet could benefit
from a little relief and
a burst of exercise. Try
to stop at least every
hour at a nice grassy
spot, take a quick
walk and let your pet
stretch his legs. Also
be sure to offer them
water as part of their
break, even if there’s
already some near
them in the car.3, 4
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No food right before the trip!
Keep from feeding your pet for four
hours prior to hitting the road for a
long trip.5 PetTravel.com indicates
that “…an empty stomach will
make your pet less likely to throw
up, and if he does get sick, there's
nothing solid to deal with. Giving
your pet water, however, won't
upset his stomach and may make
him more comfortable.”4 Just be
sure to use a spill-proof bowl or
container!

Consider using a harness,
pet seatbelt or small kennel.
Keeping your pet in a stable
position in the car reduces
the overall motion that they
experience. Placing your dog
facing forward while you’re
traveling will further help him
from getting nauseous. Keeping
them restrained while driving is
also a good safety practice that
protects both you and your pet
in the event of a sudden change
in speed or direction.

Fresh air always helps!
Fresh air helps to calm upset
stomachs and stabilizes the
air pressure in the vehicle,3 so
roll the windows down (make
sure that the window isn’t
opened too far and that the
window lock is in use so that
your pet doesn’t escape).
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